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tance multiplied by /J<v, where /* equals the coefficient of friction and Fr equals the average normal pressure, gives the friction work on each pair of teeth during one engagement. There is no difficulty in mathematically determining the space factor for any given form and proportions of engaging teeth. A value of /* depending upon the nature of the surfaces, the lubricant, the temperature, whether there is bath lubrication or not, etc., may be assumed with a close approximation to the probable actual value; but F' will remain a variable term dependent not only upon jP, the tangential force at the pitch circle contact, but also upon the number of teeth simultaneously in action, and the form of the path of the point of tooth contact. Experimental results show that with accurately cut, properly mounted, well lubricated, not overloaded gears this tooth friction loss is so little as to be practically negligible. Efficiencies of 99 per cent are not unusual.
The question of the allowable tooth pressure to avoid squeezing out of the lubricant and consequent abrasion, or even permanent elastic deformation without removal of the lubricant, is one still in need, of experimental investigation.
It is evident that the allowable pressure will depend upon the properties of the lubricant and the method of its application. It is also evident that it will depend upon the radii of curvature of the engaging tooth profiles as well as upon the strength, elastic yielding and surface hardness of the tooth materials.
The real factor governing the economic selection of gear-tooth materials and proportions will be this one of allowable pressure and relative wear rather than the mere ultimate strength. Various formulae for allowable pressure have been proposed. Lasche * gives charts for raw-hide on cast-iron, and bronze on steel gears, which lead to the following equations:
* Z. d. V. d. L, Vol. XLIII, pp. 1490-1491.

